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In the 21st century the U.S. Army will face some major national security challenges. The Army must carefully determine the size and composition of its active and reserve forces. The Army will be limited in its military objectives by its force capabilities. In the next century the reserve component will be entrusted with more strategic responsibilities and a greater share for our nation’s security. With these extraordinary responsibilities, the reserves must be able to achieve their specific wartime objectives. Future fiscal and manpower constraints will require the Army to re-evaluate resources to maintain a potent and viable force. This force must ensure the highest state of readiness for the individual, the unit and the total force. This force must be deployable anywhere; and it must be trained to fight effectively. The ability of the military to meet its force requirements for mobilization will become a progressively difficult problem in the 21st century. As both the active forces’ end strength and reserve units’ end strength decline, another manpower pool will grow—the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR).

Future levels of conflict will require the total force to quickly field a highly trained, technologically advanced and lethal force. This force will be greatly dependent on a highly trained and technologically proficient IRR force. The IRR soldier will emerge more and more as a partner in the nation’s military and security interests. The IRR will then represent this country’s largest pool of deployable pre-trained individual manpower. The significance of having this highly trained, rapidly deployable, large manpower pool will manifest itself in future defensive strategic planning.
In the years ahead, the United States will face unprecedented challenges, risks, and opportunities in a volatile and unpredictable world. This rapidly changing international environment will place different and far-reaching demands on the U.S. Military, particularly on the conventional forces. To meet the demands of the Twenty-first Century, the Total Army must be able to swiftly mobilize, deploy and employ combat-ready units as well as individuals. A key part of this strategy will be the Individual Ready Reserve force (IRR).

Composition of Reserve Components

The total reserve manpower pool consists of the Ready Reserve, Standby Reserve, and the Retired Reserve. The Ready Reserve consists of Selected Reserves, Individual Ready Reserves and the Inactive National Guard. The Selected Reserve encompasses those units that have essential wartime missions and are therefore organized, trained, and equipped at the highest level. The Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) is composed of individuals with previous service experience, who are trained but are not in units. They are available for recall to active duty on an individual basis. The Inactive National Guard (ING) consists of individuals who are attached to units, but do not actively participate in any training. In addition, some of these individuals serve voluntarily in the IRR.
The Standby Reserve contains those individuals who wish to remain affiliated with the Reserves but are unable to participate in the Ready Reserves. Finally, the Retired Reserve consists of both Active and Reserve Component individuals who have been transferred to a retired status.

Composition of the Ready Reserve

The U.S. Army Ready Reserve force strength as of 31 December 1990 was 1,076,699. The Individual Ready Reserve population was 308,275 (nearly 30 percent). One relatively new manpower classification specifies IRR Recently Trained (RT) soldiers. These individuals have transferred to the IRR pool for various reasons within the last 12 months. They are referred to as RT12s. In theory, such individuals are considered current and therefore proficient in their various military specialties. Significantly, RT12s will require less training and provide a "quick fix" to deployment shortfalls. As of 31 December 1990, RT12s numbered 39,500, or 12 percent of the IRR. The Selected Reserve--made up of Troop Program Unit (TPU) personnel who serve in units and the Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMA) personnel who serve in individual mobilization positions--stands at 293,859 (27 percent). The Ready Reserve population thus totals 602,134 soldiers. The Standby Reserve contains 1128 individuals. Finally, the Retired Reserves number 473,737 (44 percent).
The Individual Ready Reserve

"The IRR represents the nation’s largest pool of deployable pre-trained individual manpower (PIM) available to fill directed shortages in both Active Component (AC) and Army Reserve Components (RC) units and Department of Defense agencies in the event of a national emergency."*3 The IRR is a numerically significant resource: "As of 31 December 1990, there were approximately 308,275 soldiers in the IRR. Of these, about 55,393 (18%) are officers and 252,882 are enlisted."*4 In the Twenty-first Century this pool of manpower is projected to increase to 600,000. Manpower and fiscal constraints imposed upon the Army in the mid-1970’s by Congress have led to the development and implementation of the Total Army Force policy. This policy has successfully integrated AC and RC military manpower capabilities despite fiscal constraints.

Since the implementation of the Total Army Force policy, the role of the RC has changed dramatically. The current policy requires that all reserve soldiers and units be as combat-ready as their active-duty counterparts. Furthermore, the national military strategy assigns an increased reliance on the RC to perform a multitude of first-line missions. Significantly, "In the first 30 days of full mobilization, the Army will rely on about 115,000 IRR soldiers to bring forward-deployed, deploying and stateside support units up to wartime strength."*5 Thus, the IRR soldier has become a linchpin in the mobilization process. The Desert Storm operation included 14,000 IRR soldiers who were activated and deployed to
Southwest Asia. They were immediately deployable because "the dynamics of the IRR strength manifested themselves in several ways. Largely it is a function of the strength of the Active force. As noted earlier the vast majority of the IRR consists of members who have been recently released from Active duty . . . and a number of IRR members who voluntarily remain in the IRR beyond their military service obligation."*6

The proficiency of IRR soldiers to fill wartime shortages and their ability to perform successfully in active and reserve units upon mobilization will be increasingly critical for a successful and rapid mobilization. Nonetheless, the Department of Defense has not effectively integrated its national military strategy to include early use of IRR capabilities in the mobilization process.

The composition of the IRR should compensate for shortfalls in the U.S. Army base force capabilities as prescribed by General Colin Powell, to meet present and future commitments and to support global and regional contingencies. Thus, the IRR must be viewed as a strategic personnel asset with a strategic go-to-war capability. Our strategic planners should note the changing demographics of the IRR in order to anticipate the best uses of this resource. Consider the current composition of the IRR force:

Enlisted IRR Composition

Table 1 represents the total enlisted composition by grade. Note that 83 percent of the force is E4 and below, and 189,000 individuals could be counted as mobilization assets. Table 1.1
displays IRR enlisted composition by function. Table 1.2 displays the IRR enlisted distribution by career management fields.

Officer Composition

Table 2 displays the composition of the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) Officers. Table 2.1 exhibits typical IRR Officer characteristics. Note that over 53 percent of the total officers are in company grades.

IRR Turbulence Issue

But the IRR is a turbulent manpower pool. Thus our strategic planning should carefully project IRR’s personnel characteristics in order to anticipate the best uses of IRR personnel in future situations. "The Army readiness [personnel] caused by the Army reserve’s operational shortcomings is easily detected in quantified realms . . . problems in personnel MOS readiness"*7 are attributed to the following: "The high turnover rate . . . produces vacancies in specialties [unique to the IRR] for which it takes many months, even years, to acquire and train replacements."*8

It should be noted that training personnel for these shortages in some cases requires placing individuals on active duty for more than one year at full pay and allowances. In 1989, this cost amounted to over "three-quarters of billion dollars,"*9 compared to the Active component cost of one-quarter of billion dollars.

The dynamics of attrition in the IRR detracts from the total force readiness. There are no clear answers to correcting the
turbulence in the IRR. Future fiscal and manpower constraints coupled with increasing defense requirements and the desirability of retaining a highly proficient and effective IRR soldier will require a real solution. Military strategists must continually re-examine and reassess the strategic deployment role of the IRR.

Personnel Gain and Loss Turbulence in the IRR (FY 89)

Turbulence in the IRR is manifested on the SIDPERS gain and loss transactions for officer and enlisted soldiers.

Officer IRR

The total gains are nearly identical to the total losses. These are graphically depicted by total officer end strength in Table 3. The primary loss contributors are transfers to National Guard and USAR units. The primary gain contributors are transfers from the Active Component, direct appointments and standby reserves. The most interesting trend is in the TPU, ARNG, and IMA categories. In FY 89 these categories gained nearly as many officers as they lost. In other words, for every officer lost from a TPU, another will leave the IRR to fill that TPU position. This seems to be true for the ARNG and the IMA also.

Enlisted IRR

The total gains and losses have risen over the years, but so has the total enlisted end strength. These trends are graphically depicted in Table 4. The primary reason for losses is due to End of Time in Service (ETS). This factor accounts for over sixty-seven percent (67%) of the total enlisted losses. These losses are
mostly first term ETS losses. Personnel have completed their Military Service Obligation (MSO) and do not re-enlist for continued IRR service. The MSO was extended by law from six years to eight years in June 1984. The effect of this MSO change will delay first-term ETS losses from June 1990 until May 1992. This will swell the IRR by about 170,000 first-term soldiers. After this temporary freeze, first term ETS losses should continue at the same rate as before. These personnel gains come from the Active Component, USAR TPUs, and ARNG TPUs. The Active Component is, by far, the largest contributor, producing forty-six percent (46%) of all IRR gains. The "revolving door" trend found in the IRR officer data is likewise evident in the enlisted total losses versus total gains. But specific contributors to this situation are harder to determine. Essentially, the gains from the Active Component, USAR TPUs, and the ARNG offset the losses from ETS. This situation suggests that most of the IRR soldiers who reach ETS have spent from two to four years in the IRR completing their MSO. If this is so, then there is not as much turbulence as might be implied by the total losses versus total gains ratios.

Differences between officer and enlisted trends reflect the differences in the two management systems. Officers remain in the IRR until they choose to do something to change their status. Enlisted soldiers have to choose re-enlistment to remain in the IRR. The change in the length of MSO has had more impact on the enlisted IRR than the officer IRR. As noted, enlisted soldiers must actively seek re-enlistment to be retained in the IRR.
LTG Reno, Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER), described upcoming AC turbulence in remarks to the U.S. Army War College Class 1991: "As mandated by Congress, the challenge facing the Active component is to reduce from 737K, the actual end strength FY 90, to 520K by the end of FY 95 . . . This is a reduction of almost 220K over the next five years; and except for approximately 30K in FY 91, the necessary reduction per year is over 40K."*10 In addition, the 1992-1997 Program Objective Memorandum calls for USAR (Troop Program Unit) and National Guard unit end-strength reductions of 26K per year (130K total). Ironically, this decision by the Army planners targets Reserve Component Unit Readiness. Thus individuals who chose to stay active in the reserve components and who might have joined a unit will not have that opportunity. Instead, they will be added to the IRR manpower pool. So IRR strength will increase in direct proportion to our drawdown of Active Component and other Reserve Component forces.

Screening the IRR

The activation of millions of reservists during any mobilization scenario has presented defense strategists for years with a "manpower dilemma: How to attain a maximum military force yet maintain effective functioning of government and private sectors."*11

In order to mitigate the effects of this dilemma and to avert the historical mistakes of not being able to locate and determine the availability and the demographics of this large manpower pool,
Congress directed the military to set up a continuous reserve screening system. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs has the overall responsibility for the Ready Reserve program. The commander of the Army Reserve Personnel Center (ARPERCEN) has the specific responsibility for screening the IRR.

The IRR screening program, in its third year, "continues to be a success. By end of fiscal 1989, more than 550,000 soldiers had received screening orders, with approximately 53 percent participating by reporting for one day of active duty to update their records."*12 A benefit from the screening program has been the consolidation of the Army Screening program at ARPERCEN. This centralization has allowed for upgrading pertinent real-time data, such as current addresses, current skill levels, current physical condition. Most of all, it has reduced the risk associated with IRR mobilization. This benefit is evident today: 90% of IRRs have reported as called to their "Desert Storm" mobilization assignments.*13 A second benefit of the screening program has been the Enlisted Skill refresher training program, conducted by the training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) for enlisted soldiers "to determine skill degradation and refresher training needs of IRR soldiers."*14 The third benefit has been the tracking of the IRR by geographical area, which has enabled the Army to plot shifts in the IRR population. (See Table 5--Non-unit Army Reserve Strength-- and Table 5a--Non-unit Army Reserve Retired Reserve Strength.) The screening program has met the needs of the Army to ensure that the IRR reservists are properly screened prior to mobilization.
Unfortunately, in the past two years the major benefactor, the US Army, has failed to fund the program. Thus the Chief, US Army Reserve, has redistributed monies to pay for the program. In the future, the Force Projection Strategy will rely on the screening program for immediate support in any crisis.

**Mobilization Training Requirements**

A mobilization training system designed in the early 1980's by ARPERCEN identified projected mobilization requirements against available assets for Active Component (AC) and Reserve Component (RC) units deploying in the first ninety days. A new and greatly enhanced mobilization training document "First-Train" focuses on the personnel requirements of those units that deploy within the first 30 days. The requirements identified in First-Train are mobilization requirement vacancies in the Active Component (Compo 1) and the Reserve Component (Compo 2 and 3) units that have been identified for complete or total fill by the IRR soldiers within the first thirty days of a declaration of a national emergency. This document is a by-product of MOBPERS, which develops mobilization requirements for the Active Army by comparing or combining requirements from DA, DSCPER; from the U.S. Army National Guard Standard Installation/Division Personnel System (SIDPERS); from U.S. Army Reserve (USAR) SIDPERS data tape; from Vertical, the Army Authorization Document System; and from Army Mobilization and Operations Planning System (AMOPS). The second purpose of "First-Train" is to provide AC mobilization planners and RC trainers...
guidance on the distribution of mobilization training funds to train soldiers with specialties required in the earliest phase of mobilization. Thus, First Train offers strategic planners an effective system for drawing quickly upon IRR resources and for mobilizing the proper mix of requisite personnel.

Funding the Program for Training

An analysis of the IRR's ability to execute its present and future role(s) in the national defense strategy begins with adequate resourcing in defense dollars. Given the continued growth during the Reagan years in personnel and force structure for the reserves and a capped end strength force for the active forces, the IRR share of these resources has been disproportionately low. The significance of having highly trained personnel in a deployable manpower pool requiring a minimum of post-mobilization training should be of key importance to the Army planners. It indicates the vital role the IRR plays in the Total Force. Despite these factors, the Army has not made IRR training a high priority.

The IRR mobilization training program focuses on "FIRST-TRAIN" early mobilization needs, balanced with the Army's goals of having a highly trained and a competently led force. However, the low priority afforded the Reserve Personnel Authority (RPA) budget by the Active Army is best described in a GAO Report on the IRR:

**Needs to Make More Effective Use of Limited Training Funds:**

The level of funding provided to IRR training is one indicator of its low priority. In fiscal year 1988, $54 million was provided for IRR training, whereas $1.2 billion was provided for the training of Selected Reserve
members. Despite the fairly constant level of the IRR population from 1985 to 1989, funding for IRR training has dropped considerably from the fiscal year 1985 level of about $87 million. Another indicator of the training's low funding priority is the reprogramming of funds from the IRR mobilization training account. In fiscal year 1988, for example, although almost $72 million was budgeted for IRR mobilization training, about $18 million (25 percent) of that amount was reprogrammed.

. . . Army officials said that the reprogramming of funds makes it difficult for ARPERCEN to plan training for IRR soldiers. . . . Uncertain funding levels make it [even] more difficult to ensure the training of IRR members.*15

Resourcing decisions, consciously or not, do not favor the IRR. Viewed by many as receiving adequate sustained support, the IRR is an essential part of our national military strategy and should be resourced accordingly. The American public's and the U.S. Congress' interest in a strong affordable national defense translates into maintaining a moderate sized Active force and sustaining a strong properly resourced Reserve force, in which the IRR must be major partner.

The priority and level of funding should be based on national defense strategy mission requirements (Base Force). Increased funding would strengthen individual qualifications, make available exercise and contingency opportunities and provide for professional development and education.

Effects on Future Strategy

In the Twenty-first Century this nation's security environment will have been reshaped by global changes. These changes will require military planners at all levels to match the Total Force structure and capabilities with imposed fiscal limitations.
Changes to the Master Mobilization Plan will allow easier accessibility to reserve units and individuals. Proposed changes to the command and control structure of the Total Army will allow the Commander in Chief to effectively and efficiently draw upon all of the first assigned, to include the IRR.

Our national military strategy will have to remain inherently flexible to constant change. This change will enhance the need, role and use of the Reserve forces, especially the IRR. The growing strategic reliance on the IRR will be economically prudent during periods of fiscal constraint and will allow this nation's strategists to "place a substantial portion of our total military power in a high quality, volunteer, well-trained, well-equipped and early mobilizable Reserve force."*16

These constraints, coupled with the absence of a direct threat, may cause Congress to re-examine the overall size of the Total Force and to add some non-standard and under-resourced missions. The IRR in this case becomes a combat-multiplier for our nation's future military strategy.

In an ideal world, the Services would procure the appropriate force structure derived from the National Military Strategy and the force sizing process to combat the threats to our national security. This force structure would dictate manpower requirements from which to develop personnel inventories and appropriate policies for procuring and sustaining those inventories. What we have been observing at the national level clearly demonstrates that the normal processes have been short-circuited. Our political leaders' desire to reduce forces in light of the perceived lessening threat and the necessity to reduce the federal deficit has caused DOD to reduce manpower before finalizing force structure requirements. Consequently, manpower and personnel policy planners, of necessity, must make their decisions as to numbers, skills, and experience levels required.
based on assumptions about what the long term force structure will be."*17

The proper integration of the IRR into this strategy is key to its success. In the Chief, Army Reserve’s Long Range Plan (CAR LRP), a drawdown and future scenario for the "Post Cold War" Total Force is as follows:

As the size of the active Army is reduced approximately 25 percent, a review of the Total Army force structure mix may initiate a cross-leveling of combat arms, combat support, and combat service support units. As a result, the active component (AC)/USAR/Army National Guard (ARNG) force structure mix would become more balanced with the ARNG increasing proportionately in combat service support units while the USAR increases its proportion of combat arms units. However, the Reserve Component (RC) force structure and end strength will likely remain relatively constant in size.

The Total Army could receive an increase in non-standard missions to include civil works, disaster relief, counter-narcotics, environmental cleanup, and the USAR may be seen as especially suited for the new missions that involve out of country operations. The use of USAR units with medical, engineer, civil affairs, chemical decontamination, and military police specialties to support these missions while in Overseas Deployment Training (ODT) status would simultaneously provide an increase in unit mobilization and deployment experience, provide extensive "real world" training in wartime skills, and support national security objectives."*18

Total Force Strategy

U.S. Army support of the Total Force policy has been the subject of acrimonious debate since its inception in 1973. This debate has been centered on availability, utility, legality and objectives of U.S. military strategy.

Two tenets have governed the policy: plan for the integrated use of all available forces--active, reserve, civilian, and allied--and the use of reserve forces rather than a draft, as the primary augmentation for the Active forces.*19
Representative Les Aspin's statement supports President Bush's stated defense strategy. In a speech ("In Defense of Defense") to the Aspen (Colorado) Institute (August 2, 1990), the President asserted: "Our task today is to shape our defense capabilities to these strategic circumstances. In a world less driven by an immediate threat to Europe and the danger of global war—in a world where the size of our forces will increasingly be shaped by regional contingencies and peacetime presence—we know our forces can be smaller. . . . our security needs can be met by an active force 25 percent smaller."*20

In the 1990 Joint Military Assessment, Major General John D. Robinson, USA, Director for Force Structure, Resources and Assessment, JCS, points out the particularly difficult task of restructuring the Total Force within fiscal constraints: "In constraints and reduced threats, the United States must move to a smaller military structure. However, our residual force structure must be ready, flexible and well-supported . . . the United States can effectively build and employ this restructured force to accomplish the national military objectives and defend our interest around the globe."*21 The Total Force strategy can only work if we look to the future and work in an environment that focuses on equality, quality and achievement for all, including the IRR.

Mobilization and Call-Up Authority

The activation document for the Reserve Force is Sections 12 and 673b of Title 10, US Code. While there have always been ways
to utilize individual volunteers in support of Active missions, there is no statute that covers this volunteerism. As we enter into a era of downsizing the Active Army and downsizing defense budgets, the Reserves—especially the IRR—will become increasingly valuable and an integral asset to quickly expand our Total Force structure in the future. The Master Mobilization Plan must include provisions for volunteers and involuntary expanded call-up authority (title 10 U.S.C. 673b and DOD Dir. 1235.10) of IRR assets prior to and along with the President’s call-up of 200K. As Desert Storm has pointed out, many trained IRR volunteers joined deployed Active component units and stepped forward successfully to take their place on the Total Force team. Representative G. V. "Sonny" Montgomery of Alabama recently stated, "When National emergencies such as Vietnam occur, we cannot afford to debate whether or not to use National Guard or Reserve elements. We [should] call them immediately. The Executive and Legislative Branches must overcome deficiencies to use existing statutory authorities."*22

As the Army re-evaluates global threats and identifies possible operating environments, the planners will consider IRR missions from a global to a regional perspective. From this view the Army will have to identify the Total Force that can best accomplish the mission. The early use of 14,000 IRR Volunteers, as in Desert Shield, provided a new and vital dimension to the United States build up in the Saudi Arabia. "More than 34,000 reservists [IRR] have already been mobilized to perform military support roles. . . . these include doctors, port handlers, water
purification specialists."*23 This offers a perfect example of the IRR filling their present mobilization mission requirements. The future nature and size of the commitment of the IRR to global and regional contingencies will require careful and continuous re-examination.

Challenges, Risks and Opportunities

A major challenge for military strategic planners in the Twenty-first Century will be to "maintain and reinforce the Abrams doctrine calling for the broad representation, commitment and involvement of the American Society in all major military undertakings of the United States."*24 The use of Reserve forces in contingency operations at all levels insures that this relationship with the American public is not lost. It prevents the isolation of the American Army from the American citizens.

Risks

In the next century, aside from decreasing strategic forces and forward deployed AC forces, the nation's military strategists will have to recognize that "it will require a significant Reserve force to provide combat staying power, sustainability and critical skills . . . we will need a contingency force: fast moving--light, highly trained and ready to go on a moment's notice . . . there will be a continued dependence on Reserves for heavy combat units."*25 This statement details our imperative to correct the imbalance in the AC/RC force structure mix--the current imbalance
between combat, combat service and combat service support. The Army must move to a more balanced structure in both the AC and the RC. As we reduce our forward-deployed troop strength and imposed fiscal restraints serve to cut AC strengths, more emphasis will be placed on light rapid deployment and force mix capability in response to regional conflicts. Force-mix decisions, although threat-tailored, "should contain overall the appropriate mix of combat and support elements. A corollary of this approach is that neither force should be unique in the absence of specific military needs that can or must be met."*26 In the future, force-mix decisions will be budget-driven, not strategy-driven. Therefore, it is the Army’s responsibility to develop a force mix that is affordable and consistent with AC and RC capabilities. Most important, this force mix should be the most economical set of forces to produce the desired force capability.

Future Requirements

During 21-22 May 1990, the Center for Strategic and International Studies and the National Guard Association of the United States brought together distinguished and knowledgeable leaders from academia, the Congress and the defense sector.*27 The purpose of this meeting of senior leaders was to discuss the issue of the future of the National Guard and the Reserves, major issues "focusing on Total Force Policy manpower, training and readiness." They addressed the future direction for the Total Force, which will provide "the Nation with the economy, strength and flexibility to
face the challenges of the future. This group formulated several specific recommendations:

--The Total Force Policy must be continued as the basis for providing maximum defense at the lowest cost to our nation.

--All contingency and mobilization plans should include Active, National Guard and Reserve units, and IRR elements on the troop lists, and all three elements should remain part of the programmed projection of power.

--The role of the Guard, Reserve and IRR will change dramatically. Missions performed will expand, and new requirements will be added to meet the challenges posed by the changing world situation. Missions transferred from the Active Component to the Guard, Reserve and IRR must be supported with adequate resources of personnel, equipment and money.

--Active Component and National Guard and Reserve force ratios will likely be reversed in the foreseeable future. There is reason to believe that the majority of the Army heavy forces will move from the Active Component to the Reserve Component. Any such decision must consider the impact on the training, classification, facilities for maintenance and training, operations and maintenance costs, increases in full-time manning and, most importantly, the realistic application of those forces in terms of future mission requirements, including the IRR.
--Active, Guard and Reserve units and IRR personnel should meet the same readiness standards and be evaluated using the same methodologies. Evaluation should be based on multiple indices and performance reports.

"Cross-fertilization" of Active, Guard, Reserve and IRR leaders at all levels would provide a method for improving knowledge and capability in all components. The Army needs to establish an expanded system of assigning experienced senior level leaders or uniquely trained active component officers as advisors within RC elements.

The Army training system should be restructured to better support the Guard and Reserve and Individual elements of the Total Force. At the same time, we need to find new and better ways to link military training requirements with civilian experience, training and education. Regional training centers and joint training schools which use both resident and technologically sophisticated non-resident programs should replace existing single branch schools.

Cadre units lack sufficient personnel and equipment to perform the mission of an organized unit. The Guard and Reserve lack a rational personnel system as is found in the active component. The cadre concept has no application to the National Guard and Reserve unless properly resourced.
This comprehensive set of strategic recommendations clearly and repeatedly cites more critical, expansive, and integrated uses of the IRR in national strategy.

Conclusions

The nation's complex security environment is full of uncertainties. In one respect the Soviet Union is no longer the direct non-nuclear threat it once was. Third world nationalism and new world economic powers have formed to create a multi-power security environment. The uncertainty of this change will place greater demands upon our national military strategy.

This new environment continues to present us with persistently challenging old force structure problems. First, we will have to clearly identify our political, rational and international interests. Second, we will have to formulate a strategy that is responsive to both our short-term and long-term military interests. Third, we will have to function within present and future fiscal constraints on the military budget. Finally, we will have to assess our existing military capabilities to meet these challenges in this emerging multipolar environment.

Our strategic military objectives for the pursuit of a non-nuclear war have not changed basically since the mid-1950's. However, this all-too-obvious scenario has been dramatically affected by multi-polar changes. But the main theme of force projection has not changed. "A very likely scenario for the 21st Century may begin with the withdrawal of all U.S. military forces..."
from Europe and the Pacific theaters, except for token joint forces."*29 This token force would show our commitment to deterrence, provide a forward defense posture and fulfill our obligations under security alliances.

Future conflicts will require our military to quickly field a highly trained, technologically advanced and lethal force. This force will be greatly dependent on a highly trained, technologically proficient and professional reserve force: That includes the IRR.

We must think beyond the present role of the IRR and prepare our national defense strategy for the future, using the IRR to its maximum. The IRR in the future should be a properly trained, properly prepared, and a robust force that can be used in any contingency—any time and any where.

Training strategies must include the IRR. The Reserve Component Training Development Action Plan (RC TDAP) has started to address this issue. However, training strategies are still based on Active Component 240-day training cycles. Thus reserves, to include the IRR, have to accommodate this training where possible. Training of the Reserve Components must address this issue. One solution is to fully fund RC TDAP and decentralize TRADOC approved acquisition, refresher and re-classification schools to regional training sites.

In a period of continuing fiscal constraints, cost factors associated with both the AC and RC will be subject to repeated detailed analyses. The costs and risks weighed in these analyses
will have to be measured in terms of long-term and short-term effects on national military strategy.

The exact size of RC is not an issue. We should emphasize the concept of a highly trained well-motivated soldier who fits into and is made part of the Total Force as a combat multiplier. This would give any would-be future adversary pause for thought—conflict prevention.

Our high dependence on reserve forces has in the past drawn little fanfare or debate, yet the consequences of this reliance are dramatic and far-reaching. At issue is this country’s ability to protect its national security interests in the Twenty-first Century.

Without doubt, future strategy will require that we function within imposed future fiscal constraints. However, we should be concerned that presently the reserve forces are trained less, equipped less and in some cases are less ready for deployment than their active-duty counterparts. This fiscal issue demands utmost consideration, for an inadequate reserve force impacts adversely on our strategy and force structure, manning levels, training and equipage.

A cohesive properly trained IRR will be better able to handle contingencies than thrown-together elements, as we witnessed in Desert Storm. Thus IRR troops serve to make AC/RC units deployable. The use of civilian-acquired skills, linked with military requirements, will also aid in supporting a better-trained and effective IRR soldier.
The likely inability of the Army to meet its personnel force requirements for full mobilization will become a progressively worsening problem in the Twenty-first Century. As both the active forces' end strength and reserve units' end strength decline, another manpower pool will grow—the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR).*30 The IRR soldier will emerge more and more as a partner in the nation's and military security's interests. The IRR will represent this country's largest pool of deployable pre-trained individual manpower (PIM) available to fill identified shortages in the active Army and Army reserve components (RC) units in the event of any worldwide contingency.*31 General Vuono has cogently addressed the issue: "The objective of this force [IRR] will be as always to be an instrument of national security and to protect this country's vital interest at home and in critical regions around the world."*32

In future strategic planning, strategists in the Twenty-first Century will look to the Vietnam War for two major lessons: First, the Weinberger doctrine that commits the nation before it commits troops; second, the Abrams doctrine that involves the reserves in all major military undertakings. The RC will provide the bridge that prevents isolationism of the Army from the American public. Finally, the use of reserve forces in Desert Storm insured the representation, commitment and involvement of the American public. This lesson cannot be ignored or abandoned in the future.
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ENLISTED IRR COMPOSITION
(BY GRADE)

PV1-SPC 83%
189,897

SFC-SGM 3%
6,736

SGT-SSG 14%
32,484

SOURCE: DCSPER 46
ENLISTED IRR COMPOSITION (BY FUNCTION)

CBT SVC SPT
91,467

CBT SPT
65,191

OTHER
16,560

CBT ARMS
55,899

PERCENT
ENLISTED IRR - DISTRIBUTION BY CMF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSET</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 INFANTRY</td>
<td>28,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 CBT ENG</td>
<td>9,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 FA</td>
<td>13,987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 AD ARTY</td>
<td>3,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 SPEC OPNS</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 ARMOR</td>
<td>9,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 AD/MS/MAINT</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 BAL/LAND/CBT MSL</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 AVN COMM/ELEC MAINT</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 COMM-ELEC MAINT</td>
<td>2,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 COMM-ELEC OPNS</td>
<td>19,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 EW/INT SYS MAINT</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 GEN ENG</td>
<td>6,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 CHEM</td>
<td>1,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 AMMO</td>
<td>1,712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 MECH MAINT</td>
<td>23,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 AVN MAINT</td>
<td>5,563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 REC/RET</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 ADMIN</td>
<td>14,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 ADP</td>
<td>648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 SUPP &amp; SERV</td>
<td>16,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 PETROLEUM</td>
<td>2,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81 TOP &amp; ENGR</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 PA AUDIO/VIS</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 TRANS</td>
<td>11,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 MEDICAL</td>
<td>15,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93 AVN OPNS</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 FOOD SERV</td>
<td>7,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 LAW ENF</td>
<td>10,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 MI</td>
<td>1,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97 BAND</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 EW/CRYPTO</td>
<td>1,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTRAINED</td>
<td>15,081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO BE DETERMINED</td>
<td>1,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMD SGTS MAJOR</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

ASSETS

229,117

ARPERCEN
OFFICER POPULATION
TOTAL 113,305

SOURCE: DCSPER 46, AS OF 31 DEC 90
### Typical Officer Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>IRR</th>
<th>TPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WO</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Grade</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Grade</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG MOS AD SVC</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIV ED (BA OR HIGHER)</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat SVC</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSO</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG MOS FED SVC</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX (MALE)</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- data not available

Source: Profiles Report, April 1990
IRR TURBULENCE, FY 89
GAINS, LOSSES AND REASONS FOR LEAVING

GAINS 21,904

LOSSES 18,099

ROTTC
5434

NG
3071

TPU
4871

A/C
5225

OTHER
8303

46,065

TURBULENCE (GAINS + LOSSES) = 87%
% OF TURBULENCE ATYPICAL

CSRES-110, AS OF 30 SEP 89
ENLISTED TURBULENCE (TRANSFERS OUT)

ACTIVE ARMY
7637

USAR
34908

ETS
97371

ARNG
5078
NON-UNIT ARMY RESERVE STRENGTH
IRR - READY RESERVE
BY STATE AND REGION

Note: Standby Reserve not included
NON-UNIT ARMY RESERVE STRENGTH
RETIRED RESERVE
BY STATE AND REGION

Note: Standby Reserve not included
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